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October 12, 2013 

Mr. William Sadlon 

MBW CIMP EIS Project Manager 

1314 Harwood Street SE 

Building 212, Washington Navy Yard 

Washington, DC 20374-5018 

 

RE:  Response to Scoping Meeting for MBW NEPA EIS Study 

 

Dear Mr. Sadlon: 

 

At a regularly scheduled and properly noticed meeting on October 8, 2013, 

Advisory Neighborhood Commission 6B (ANC6B) voted 6-3-1 to send this letter 

with our comments on the proposed sites for a new Bachelor Enlisted Quarters 

(BEQ) and other information outlined in the Scoping materials. 

 

ANC6B appreciates and supports the historic presence of the Marine Corps in our 

neighborhood and recognizes that the current BEQ--Building 20--does not meet 

today’s Anti-Terrorism and Force Protection (ATFP) standards.  The Commission 

looks forward to working with MBW as it seeks to develop a new BEQ in the 

vicinity of its current location.  However, ANC6B has many concerns about the 

information and process to date related to the new BEQ and other plans. 

 

Sites Proposed for a New MBW BEQ 

Of the four proposed sites, ANC6B strongly objects to the use of both Site A 

(Squares 929 and 930) and Site B (Square 976) for a BEQ.  These are currently 

privately owned properties in an area—called Lower 8
th

 or Lower Barracks 

Row—that, after years of neglect, is on the cusp of being developed into a vibrant 

residential and retail addition to Capitol Hill and the Riverfront.  Putting a massive 

BEQ complex surrounded by a fence on either of these sites would destroy the 

existing neighborhood and plans for its future.  In addition, Federal acquisition of 

either Site A or Site B would reduce the city’s tax base. 

 

Site A is part of the Capitol Hill Historic District and contains a number of 

“contributing” buildings that are at least 100 years old that would apparently have 

to be destroyed to accommodate a BEQ.  Site B is directly adjacent to the Historic 

District and, with the proposed closure of the 1000 block of L Street SE, 

encroaches on Virginia Avenue Park.  This Park is part of the Historic District; 
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and under the CSX Virginia Avenue Tunnel reconstruction project, 6B has proposed a major 

upgrade of the park.  Closing L Street would eliminate easy public access to the Park from 11th 

Street.   

 

The Scoping documents imply that a 90 foot tall building could be built on Site A.  In order to 

maintain the scale of the historic Latrobe Gate of the Navy Yard at the foot of 8
th

 Street, current 

zoning restricts building heights on Squares 929 and 930, as well as those on the west side of 8
th

 

Street, to 45 feet.  Current zoning on Site B allows for building heights of 50 feet but the Scoping 

documents suggest a BEQ of 110 feet.  We understand that the large portion of Site B that is 

currently vacant (Lot #14) is under contract to developers who plan to build a commercial 

building there.  Private development planning is underway for the Lower 8
th

 area including Site 

A based on a community study conducted in 2011, but moving forward awaits final decisions on 

the CSX VAT project.   

 

ANC6B asks MBW to focus its site selection process on Sites C (Square 853) and D (within the 

Navy Yard).  As existing Federal property, use of neither site would reduce the city’s tax base.  

Nor would their use disrupt a residential neighborhood.  Both, especially Site D, seem easier to 

defend from an anti-terrorism basis but 6B is not an expert in that matter.  On Site C, we 

understand that the Navy has already expressed concerns about a private residential or 

commercial development there.   

 

The Navy Yard is within ANC6D rather than 6B and we are not familiar with the buildings in the 

Navy Yard and cannot assess the historic preservation impacts of Site D.  However, the map 

provided with the Scoping materials indicates that this site is adjacent to the portion of the Navy 

Yard that is a National Historic Landmark.  We do not know the characteristics of the buildings a 

new BEQ would replace.   

 

Finally, given the long time since the Community Integrated Master Plan (CIMP) process held 

discussions on other sites, ANC6B asks that MBW reconsider the current Annex site.  This 

parcel appears larger than any of the 4 proposed sites. And, we cannot recall that a building of 

110 feet tall was ever analyzed for this site.  Have the ATFP standards not changed since the 

Annex was built and even since the CIMP process?  Additionally, MBW might rethink its ability 

to gut and redesign Building 20 to make it useful for a variety of purposes, including a BEQ. 

 

Section 106 Study Impacts of the Proposed BEQ Sites 

Selection of Site A and Site B would definitely trigger an “adverse” impact decision under 

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act.  Site A, as mentioned above, is within a 

historic district.  The adverse impacts of siting a BEQ on Site A could not be mitigated or 

minimized, as Section 106 requires.  Site B and Site A each require the closure of a block of the 

L’Enfant Plan.  Again, this would result in an adverse impact.  Additional adverse impacts would  
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include the abutment of Site B with Virginia Avenue Park and construction issues for either site.  

It would appear that Site C would not trigger any adverse impacts but Site D may do so given its 

proximity to the historic buildings in the Navy Yard. 

 

Many Questions and Concerns 

MBW’s decision to initiate a NEPA EIS process almost 3 years after the CIMP process 

concluded and to consider all the CIMP discussions and documentation to be an appropriate 

preamble to the Scoping meeting is troubling to ANC6B.  This is so especially since MBW 

intends to move from the typically light information scoping stage directly to the Draft EIS. 

 

ANC6B has been participating in meetings on the BEQ since late 2009 when the CIMP process 

began.   We were perplexed when this process was apparently abandoned in early 2011 and led 

to a gap in discussions until May 2013 when we were told that a NEPA EIS process would begin 

in July 2013.  Silence again until the Commission received an email from MBW on September 

17, 2013, announcing that a Notice of Intent had been published in the Federal Register on 

September 6, 2013.  This delay between the NOI and email meant that the ANC and its 

community only received one week’s notice about the Scoping Meeting (held on September 24, 

2013) and was given barely 3 weeks in which to respond; only 2 weeks from the public meeting. 

 

We reiterate all this process history because of our concern about the erratic process to date that 

has resulted in rush to hold a Scoping Meeting with sketchy information about four potential 

sites for a new BEQ and very little information about other aspects of the NEPA study.  ANC6B 

informally asked that the Scoping comment period be extended such that it would end 30 days 

from the email notification.  This was denied with an offer of a “soft due date.”  After the 

Scoping meeting we heard from constituents whose comments posted to the www.mbweis.com 

website were rejected for days. 

 

ANC6B is used to being provided with sketchy information at the scoping stage of a NEPA 

process.  But, we are also used to there being subsequent public offerings with more detailed 

information before we have to draw final conclusions as to our positions.  The only way to obtain 

more information or raise questions about the various aspects of the study was to attend the 

Scoping Meeting on September 24
th

.  Those who were unable to do so because of the short 

notice are at a major disadvantage in commenting on what they want to see in a Draft EIS.   

 

Under Proposed Action and Alternatives, the Scoping material lays out two sets of proposed 

changes to MBW separated into 5-Year Outlook and a Beyond 2018 categories.  It implies that 

the former set would receive a “detailed analysis” and those items in the latter set would receive 

“programmatic analysis”.  ANC6B does not readily understand the distinction and what to expect 

in the Draft EIS and, therefore, is unable to reasonably comment on many of these items other 

than the site selection. 

http://www.mbweis.com/
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Building 20, for instance, was the subject of major and BEQ integrated discussions during the 

CIMP process.  Yet, now it is relegated to “Beyond 2018” putting decisions on Building 20 to 

years after the new BEQ is built according to the Planning Process Overview.  Resolution of the 

status of Building 20 is of major interest to the 6B community and the community deserves a 

detailed analysis under the current EIS.  For instance, most residents in the nearby area view the 

building as a barrier to I-695 Freeway noise and are quite concerned that it might be torn down 

and replaced with something that provides less protection.  The 11
th

 Street Bridge project plans 

to complete all its work in 2015.  Current plans include reopening the 9
th

 Street westbound exit 

from I-695 that runs between the two buildings that make up Building 20.  This decision will 

ultimately affect the usefulness of these two parcels.   

 

Under the 5-Year Outlook list are planned actions with virtually no details.   

 Interior renovations to Building 7 and Building 8?  How will these construction projects 

affect the neighbors along 9
th

 Street?  Recent construction inside the Barracks caused the 

removal of multiple curbside parking spaces for months to accommodate a trash bin that 

could have been located on G Street where MBW controls all the curbside space. 

 Upgrade the existing Annex access point at the corner of 7
th

 & K Streets SE?  No details 

provided. 

 Installation-wide improvements?  Again, no details. 

 

Under the Beyond 2018 list are Building 20, as mentioned above, and “other projects” without 

any details provided 

 

For all of these, is this ANC6B’s only opportunity to comment?  But, how to comment when 

there are no details?  Or, are we to expect a second NEPA EIS study to begin sometime in the 

future? 

 

Other Questions:  

1. What happens to DC zoning when land is bought by the Federal government? 

2. Would the Federal government compensate the District for the loss of taxable property?  

If so, to what extent? 

3. At what point do building design considerations enter into this process?  And, how would 

the community be involved?  (The conceptual massing studies suggest buildings 

resembling the WMB Annex building, which has the aesthetics of a military installation 

without the charm of the Historic Barracks.) 

 

In closing, while the Commission appreciates the opportunity to comment at this stage, we 

expect the Draft EIS to provide us with sufficiently detailed analysis to give the community 

confidence that we fully understand MBW intentions.  Finally, when the DEIS public meeting is 

set up it should include both a thorough presentation and a Q&A session. 
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If you have any questions, please contact ANC6B Commissioner Kirsten Oldenburg at 202-546-

8542 or kirsten6b04@anc6b.org. 

 

                                                           Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Brian Flahaven 

Chair 

 

cc: Col. C. G. Cabaniss, Commander, MBW 

Andy Litsky, Chairman, Advisory Neighborhood Commission 6D 

Daniel McCahan, Senior Vice President, Madison Marquette 

Janet Quigley, President, Capitol Hill Restoration Society 

Martin Smith, Executive Director, Barracks Row Main Street 

Michael Stevens, President, Capitol Riverfront Business Improvement District 
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